In this paper, an adaptive color filter array (CFA) interpolation method is presented. By examining the edge levels and the variance of color difference along different edge directions, the missing green samples are first estimated. The missing red and blue samples are then estimated based on the interpolated green plane. This algorithm can effectively preserve the details as well as significantly reduce the color artifacts. As compared with some current state-of-art methods, the proposed algorithm provides outperformed results in terms of both subjective and objective image quality measures.
INTRODUCTION
Bayer color filter array (CFA), as shown in Fig. 1 , is the most commonly used array in digital camera sensor (CCD or CMOS) due to its simplicity [1] . With this Bayer CFA, only one color component (R, G or B) is sampled at each pixel and, hence, the demosaicing process is required to estimate the other two missing color components for producing a full-color image [2] . by ensuring the same interpolation direction for each color component of a pixel. While, in [12] (AHDDA), local homogeneity is used as an indicator to pick the direction for interpolation.
To a certain extent, it can be found that a number of heuristic algorithms, such as [10] and [12] , were developed based on the framework of the adaptive color plane interpolation algorithm (ACPI) proposed in [8] . In this paper, based on the framework of ACPI, a new heuristic demosaicing algorithm is proposed. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is superior to the latest demosaicing algorithms in terms of both subjective and objective criteria. In particular, it can preserve the texture details in an image.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the green plane estimation in the ACPI algorithm [8] is revisited. An AVi,j = Gil,j -Gi+l,j + 12Ri,j -Ri-2,j -Ri+2,j (1) (2) In general, a demosaicing algorithm can be classified into two groups, heuristic or non-heuristic. A heuristic approach does not try to solve a mathematically defined optimization problem while a non-heuristic approach does. Methods [3] [4] [5] are examples of the non-heuristic approaches. In [3] (AP), a POCS-based algorithm is proposed where the output image is maintained within the "observation" and "detail" constraint sets while, in [4] (DUOR), an optimal-recovery-based nonlinear interpolation scheme is proposed.
As for the heuristic approach, bilinear interpolation (BI) [6] is the simplest method, in which the missing samples are interpolated on each color plane independently and details cannot be preserved well in the output image. With the use of inter-channel correlation, algorithms proposed in [7] [8] [9] attempt to maintain edge detail or limit hue transitions to provide better demosaicing performance. Algorithms [11] [12] [13] The ideal ACPI is basically ACPI except that it computes all g,j estimates with (3)- (5) and then picks the one closest to the real value without performing any gradient test. Note that all original images are known as reference in this test but they are not known in practice.
The peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) of their interpolated green planes are then measured. We found that the average PSNR achieved by the ideal ACPI was 43.83dB while that achieved by ACPI was only 38.18dB. Based on this result, it is observed that interpolation direction determination is critical for ACPI algorithm.
We proceeded to interpolate the red and the blue planes to produce full-color images with the same procedures mentioned in ACPI based on the two interpolated green planes. The quality of the outputs were measured in terms of the CPSNR defined in eqn. (22). As expected, the ideal ACPI achieves very high score (41.02dB) in average as compared with that achieved by ACPI (36.88dB). This shows that the approach used in ACPI to derive the other color planes with a 'good' green plane is actually very effective. As a good green plane relies on a good gradient test, the key of success is again the effectiveness of the gradient test or, to be more precise, the test for determining the interpolation direction. This finding motivates the need to find an effective and efficient method to determine the interpolation direction for improving the performance ofACPI. position (m,n) in Fig. la . In (6), both inter-band and intra-band information are considered to detect a sharp line of width 1 pixel. These two edge level parameters are used to estimate whether there is sharp horizontal or vertical gradient change in the window. A large value implies that there exists a sharp gradient change along a particular direction. The ratio of the two parameters is then computed to determine the dominant edge direction.
A block is defined to be a sharp edge block if e>T, where T is a predefined threshold value. In our study, experimental results show that T=2 could generally provide a promising demosaicing result. For the case of sharp edge block, the missing green component of the block center can be interpolated by using (3) or (4) after replacing AHjj and AVjj with LH and Lv in the condition criteria of these equations respectively.
A block which is not classified to be an edge block is considered to be in a flat or texture region. In this case, as pixel color differences are more or less the same within a local region in a natural image, variance of color differences can be used as supplementary information to determine the interpolation direction for the center green components.
We extend the window size from 5x5 to 9x9 and evaluate the color differences of the pixels along the axes within the extended window. Let a 2 and ao21 be, respectively, the variances of the pixel color differences along the horizontal axis and the vertical axis of the window. In formulation, we have H 07ij = var({dj+,j}) (8) and Vu ,, = var ({di+,,j}) (9) where dpq is the color difference of a pixel at (p,q). The values of dij+n and di+nj are determined sequentially with eqns. (10)- (13) Ri" n,j -k +n,j if n 0,2,4 di,j+n = 2(di,j+n-I + di,j+n+l) for n = ±1,±3 and di+n,j = 2 (di+n-l,j + di+n+l,j) for n=_1,±3 (10) ( 1 1) (12) (13) To provide some more information about eqns. (10) and (11), we note that the missing green components are estimated in a raster scan fashion and hence the final estimates of the green components in position Qjj={(i,j+n),(i+nj) n=-2,-4} are already computed. As for the missing green components of the pixels in position {(ij+n),(i+nj) n=0,2,4}, their preliminary estimates gij+n and gi+n j have to be evaluated. Specifically, for n=0, 2 and 4, the dij+n for finding H ij uses the gij+n determined with (3) unconditionally while the di+nj for finding V i2j uses the gi+n j determined with (4) unconditionally.
The variance of the color differences of the diagonal pixels in the window, say B i2j, are determined by B,= (Var(dij+n}) + Var({di+nj (14) The same set of eqns. (10)- (13) are used to get the color difference Op,q required in the evaluation of B7 . The only difference is that the preliminary estimates g and g involved in these equations are determined with (5) unconditionally instead of (3) and (4).
Finally, the interpolation direction for estimating the missing green component at p j=(R1j, gij, bij) can be determined based on 2j, V52 and R2 It is the direction providing the minimum variance of color difference. The missing gij can then be estimated with either (3), (4) or (5) show the two possible cases we encounter when estimating these components. For the case shown in Fig. 1c , the missing red and blue components at the center pixel are obtained by
As for the case shown in Fig. Id At last, the final full-color image is obtained.
D. Refinement
Refinement schemes are usually exploited to further improve the performance of the interpolation in various demosaicing algorithms [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the proposed algorithm, we use the refinement scheme suggested in the enhanced ECI algorithm (EECI) [11] as we found that it matched the proposed algorithm to provide satisfactory demosaicing results. This refinement scheme processes the interpolated green samples G1ij first to reinforce the interpolation performance and, based on the refined green plane, it performs a refinement on the interpolated red and blue samples. One can see [11] for more details on the refinement scheme.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Simulation was carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The 24 digital color images mentioned in Section 2 were used as testing images. Nine existing demosaicing algorithms, including BI, AP [3] , DUOR [4] , DSA [5] , ACPI [8] , PCSD [10] , EECI [11] , AHDDA [12] and DAFD [13] , were implemented for comparison. The CIELab color difference [14] between I, and I, were used as one of the measures to quantify the performance of the demosaicing methods, where I, and I, represent, respectively, the original and the reconstructed images of size Hx W each. Another measure used in the evaluation is the color-peak signal-to-noise ratio (CPSNR) defined as It shows that the proposed algorithm produces the best average performance, in terms of both quality measures, among the tested algorithms. Fig. 3 shows part of the demosaicing results of Image 19 for comparison. One can see that the proposed algorithm, even without applying the refinement process, can preserve the texture patterns and, accordingly, produce less color-shift artifact. These results also reflect that the proposed approach for estimating the interpolation direction is robust and works well even in pattern regions as compared with the original ACPI algorithm. (14) can be simplified by replacing the support region jnj<4 with n={0,±2,±4} and using absolute distance instead of square distance. Some demosaicing performance is sacrificed due to the simplification. The simplified version provided a CPSNR of 39.89 dB and a CIELAB color difference of 1.601 in our simulations. Its complexity is also shown in Table 2 Table 2 Arithmetic operations required by the proposed algorithm for estimating two missing color components at different sampling positions (including refinement).
5. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, an adaptive demosaicing algorithm is presented. It makes use of the variances of the pixel color differences along the horizontal and the vertical axes to estimate the interpolation direction for interpolating the missing green samples. With such an arrangement, more fine texture pattern details can be preserved and a result of very little color artifact is produced in the output. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can produce a better demosaicing performance, both subjectively and objectively, as compared with some advanced algorithms. 6 . ACKNOWLEDGMENT
